
Dear Karen, 	 10/23/77 

If I ecru not delighted at receiving the indu,as I am, I've still be because your 
10/18 indicates you are gradually putting it all together. 

I'LL copy the index for 4im and he can now use it for additional purposes, showing  
the deliberateness of concomplirce by not consulting tto indexes. I offered this one to 
the FBI ane they said they didn t need it. Instead they withheld much and by not h,:ving 
the index to provide to the DJ reviswin5.7 authotity were aboe to control it. 

Of course I'm sorry there was no time to include F-U and huie, but by itself this 
will also be a useful research tool. I sure than'_ you for the time and trouble. 

I do hope the university job can turn into regular employment, particularly if it 
enables you to go to law school at the same time. Could it not if the job were less than 
full time? Or if you take fewer evening courses per semester? I'm really ansxious to call 
you Portia! Of course a decent real estate job hold the same possibilities. 

I don
, 
 t think "enjoy" is the right word for counselling at the rape center. Finding 

it worthwhile? But if you hove to do it without pay I hope you will opt for what will 
melee the coepletion of a law eduction possible. There will be ties for other good works 
later. Alas there is always that need. But the better you prepared yourself the more long-
run good works you can do. Especially because you are so young, so much younger than you 
now may think in terms of the life ahead of you.While I do regard rape as one of the more 
terrible of crimes I stillk believe your eyes should be on the future. 

If you need more visuals for your presentation esk Prof. David Wrone, history 
Univ. Wisconsin, Stevens Point Wisc. 54481 chat he can provide from his etipply ane those h 
Howard Roffman and I gave hie. He has duplicating facilities. If you write tell him you 
are my good friend and I seggested it. Of course you may need none. 

Morrow I can still listen to while I walk. I'm going to have to work something else 
out because with more impaired corculatoon relatively mild weather becomes cold. I 
think it will be a tape playback settle near the exercycle so it won't interfere with Lil 
and in which I can use an earphone. 

Please excuse the temos. While there has been great non-compliance in the Aing case 
what - have received is without precedent. I've about 10,000 pages stacked Up and must 

gc over them fast because t e stipulation under which these last thousands have been 
provided ahue an expiration date of a week from tomorrow. 

No matter how it ends your election effort willk be e victory because of the effort 
it represents and the enlightment it makes possible. Doing something a out corruption, 
more entrenched corruption, is never easy. Chnv is not easy to bring about. When it does 
come to eass absent some major event it is generally as the result of long effort by the 
genuinely concerns, of whom of course you arc one. gut I wish the best result in the 
count, toe. 

zest to you all. And again thanks. 
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